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THE CULTURAL DIMENSION OE
UN/SUSTAINABILITY

DELICATE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN SOCIETAL SURVIVAL
AND COLLAPSE

Davide Brocchi

some societies make disastrous decisions?” asks the evolutionary biologist
Jared Diamond in his most popular book “Collapse”.1 This question is valid for our
society too, in spite of its “progress”. 48 years after Silent Spring by Rachel Carson;2

38 years after the UN-Conference on Human Environment in Stockholm; 18 years
after the UN-Conference for Development and Environment in Rio de Janeiro, the
main indicators of thc global crisis^ continue to increase — in some cases exponentially.
Seemingly the reality of our society isn’t as dynamic as its image: it is time to ask, what
hampers and what might promote a change into sustainability. The present chapter
provides some inputs for research and a discussion in this direction and classifies them
into four categories: complexity, order, dynamics and evolution.

While an unsustainable development leads sooner or later into societal failure, the
main goal of a sustainable development is to avoid dead ends in “social evolution”.4
The central thesis of this text is that, though social and cultural factors play a central
role in unsustainable development, they can also be decisive in a development turn
towards sustainability.

We could say the same of religion, a fundamental aspect of culture. Although I
am not an expert in religious studies, I will make some reflections about the main
religion of the culture area in which I grew up, Catholicism. Is it by chance that the
causes of the global crisis can be found in societies, which are characterised by their
Christian history? Vice versa, can Christianity promote sustainability?

Before a deeper analysis, it is worth to revisiting a concrete case of societal collapse
in view of the above mentioned thesis. The tale of the Rapanui people on the Easter
Island is particularly important, because it seems to dissolve the complexity of our
own global crisis into a lucid, but disquieting metaphor.

“Why do
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RAPANUI S LESSON
“The overall picture for Easter is the most extreme example of forest destruction in
the Pacific, and among the most extreme in the world: the whole forest gone, and all
of its tree species extinct”, writes Diamond in “Collapse”.5

Til 1100 CE this island was covered by a subtropical broadleaf forest, with trees
of up to 30 meters high. Then the forest and biodiversity decreased ever more. The
last medium-sized and large trees were gone by around 1650, 70 years before the
landing of the first Western navigator, the Dutch Jacob Roggeveen.

The causes of such a dramatic devastation cannot be natural, as scientific research
confirmed. Diamond’s thesis is that the inhabitants of the island destroyed the forest
by themselves. The Rapanui exhausted the resources of this small island to build more
than a thousand of the massive stone statues: the enigmatic Moai.

Several clues confirm Diamond’s theory. The Rapanui used a lot of wood and
ropes to transport the massive statues over distances up to 15 km, between the quarry
and the installation-places. The second ecologic impact of the “Moai industry” came
through the surplus of food that was necessary to pay the workers. But the expan-
sion of the agriculture at the expense of the forest was caused also by the growing
population on the island, that probably exceeded 15,000.6

The increasing destruction of the ecosystem and the intensive exploitation of
the cultivated area led to a chain reaction. The loss of forest cover caused increased
erosion that damaged cultivable land: the Rapanui replaced it through clearing other
parts of forest. Without wood it became difficult to overcome the cold winter and to
fabricate good canoes for fishing. Due to the lack of food the Rapanui began to eat
sea birds.

From the middle of the 17th century the Easter Island’s biodiversity rapidly de-
creased. The ecologic collapse led to a societal collapse: more and more people died
of starvation, there were cases of cannibalism, it came to social conflicts and even civil
wars. When the navigator Roggeveen landed, he found no more than 3,000 people
on the island. They looked “emaciated, anxious and miserable”, Captain Cook wrote
in 1774/ The survivors were decimated in the following century by the diseases
introduced by the Whites, or finished by Peruvian enslavement. 1877 the French
anthropologist Alphonse Pinart counted only 111 Rapanui individuals on the island.

The Rapanui “had the bad luck among all the peoples of the Pacific area, of
living in the most delicate environment and it holds the big risk of an irreversible
forest loss”.8 But “bad luck” and “delicate environment” cannot fully explain why a
people worked 500 years long on a very small island for destroying its own livelihood
so systematically.

What did hinder a development turn into sustainability on the Easter Island?
Probably the combined action of three aspects:
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a) Social inequality. The Rapanui’s society was subdivided into elite and common
people. The common people were forced to build their houses in the inland, while
the headmen and their families were allowed to live nearby the coast, in relatively
big houses (hare paenga) made of straw, with a basalt floor and a terrace facing the
ocean.9
The societal development was determined by a minority for the interests of a mi-
nority. Why should the elite be interested in a societal change? As the elite was the
driving force behind the construction of the Moai, the costs of that development
were mainly transferred to the common people. The survival of the common peo-
ple depended on the headmen, who controlled the whole stockpiling, transport
and distribution of food.

b) Competition. The island was subdivided into eleven different territories, each one
controlled by a headman and his clan. The clans were constantly involved in a
competition to achieve the highest social status that was symbolized by the highest
Moai.10 This fight for the social status hindered a perception of “real” problems
and a cooperation for their solution. The competition was not only the cause of
the “progress” (the statues became bigger and bigger), but also of the growing
environmental devastation. So it is not by chance that the biggest Moai was also
the last one to be erected.11

c) Ideology. Without considering the cultural dimension, it becomes very difficult
to grasp the “irrationality” behind the construction of more than thousand Moai
and the reason why this society sacrificed so many resources and lastly its own ex-
istence. The Moai were artistic status symbols that marked the difference between
elite and common people. These statues represented the high-ranking ancestors
and also had a religious function. This mix of social and religious symbolism mir-
rored also the link between headmen and priests. They legitimated their power
in two ways: through the assumption of a close relationship with the Gods and
through several promises to the common people, for example of prosperity and
of a rich harvest. This “ideology” was supported by monumental buildings and
ceremonies that had to impress the common people.12 The costs of such “power-
demonstrations” were paid by the common people, through the expropriation of
the surplus of their food-production.

What happened when the first signs of the crisis became evident? The headmen
and the priests convinced the common people, that sacrifices were necessary to ap-
pease the ancestors and to get prosperity and good harvests again. Maybe this is the
motive for the construction of the enormous Moai after 1600.

The combination of these three characteristics made the social system rigid in
the face of necessary changes — and led to its own demise. The reality of a deepening
crisis could not be blurred forever: more and more people suffered due to the lack
of food. All the sacrifices and prayers to ancestors and Gods brought nothing. What
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13was holy before, became suddenly the target of a deep and diffused aggression.
The competition for the best status increasingly turned into armed conflicts and civil
wars. Around 1680 a coup by military leaders called matatoa overthrew the headmen
and the priests and brought a new cult based around a previously unexceptional God
Makemake. Nonetheless the tipping point of the societal collapse had been already
passed and was now irreversible. “Not only the old political ideology had been a
failure, but also the old religion.”14

COMPLEXITY
The Rapanuis felled all the trees every one, although they needed canoes to leave one
of the world’s most isolated inhabited islands: “could they really be that stupid?”15

This question is legitimate, but the “stupidity” isn’t only a characteristic of the Ra-
panuis’ people: somewhere everybody suffers from derealisation.

Knowledge (of the truth) is a precondition of right behaviour (ethics),16 but
because we cannot know, remember or foresee everything, we make mistakes. Our
cognitive capacities are limited: sometimes we do things, we wouldn’t do, if we re-
membered similar mistakes in the past or would know with certainty every future
consequence of our behaviour.

The cognitive limits belong to the nature of the human being. An important
corollary of this assumption is cultural relativism:17 every worldview, religion, theory,
value or opinion is only the expression of a viewpoint among others. “Relative” doesn’t
mean “false”. A viewpoint is also relative, because it is related to a reality but not able
to grasp that reality at all.18 Just as the map is not the territory,19 although it refers to
the territory.20

How do humans comprehend the complexity in spite of their cognitive limits?
By reducing the complexity. A really simple answer, but with dramatic consequences.
Our perception of reality is a selective one. Our worldview is a construction of reality,
a cognitive map2 x of the environment.

Humans have an individual will. Johannes Kepler and Galileo Galilei defended
their discovery, that the earth rotates around the sun, against the dominant worldview
of that time. But nobody can isolate himself completely from the rest of humanity;
nobody endures a situation of absolute loneliness. The nature of the human being is
a communicative, social and sexual one: relationships among humans are as essential
as networks for neurons.22 Therefore the construction of reality can be only a social

23one.
For the social construction of reality humans need common codes and systems of

meanings, that permits us to think about the world and communicate about it with
each other. This cognition leads to a semiotic definition of culture as software of the
mind.2A Culture is a collective cognitive map- but there can be very different maps of
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the same territory (v. cultural diversity). That every generation inherits a culture from
the previous one (everybody has been “bom” as Catholic or Muslim and so on... ),
doesn’t exclude a subjective or historic dynamic in the culture.25

Every culture makes an environment into a world. Paraphrasing Ludwig
Wittgenstein,26 the limits of our world are the limits of our culture. We don’t re-
duce complexity only through interpretation, but also through values and norms that
steer our behaviour, the selection of priorities, the development of new technologies,
and the use of machines. Culture represents the societal blueprint that runs through
societal development.

Interpretation
Communication

Culture

Behaviour
Practice

1 The double selective function of culture

Social systems represent a double reduction of complexity on the basis of cultural
patterns. For Niklas Luhmann the boundary between social system and environment
is a difference. This difference depends on three factors: besides the cultural view-
point (the “observer” in Luhmann’s theory) and the cognitive limits there are also
limits ofgovernability. Humans cannot control complexities. The Rapanui were even
overtaxed by self-caused problems. Especially exponential processes and mechanisms
of self-alimentation (tipping points) make crises uncontrollable.

The boundary of every social system is the limits of its particularly language, way
of thinking, knowledge, resource-availability and management-capacity. We could
describe this boundary as a relative point on a continuum, for example between usual
and unusual.

The boundary between social system and environment is as relative as the culture,
but it marks a distinction between inclusion and exclusion. Outside of our system
there is not only an ecological environment, but also an emotional environment (e.g. the
“subconscious”, in its deep psychological meaning), a social environment (e.g. people
we exclude) and a multicultural environment (the many cultures that we experience as
foreign cultures). A culture behaves towards these environments in the same way.
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Social System Environment

Near
Important
Graspable
Known
Own
Trust
Security
Controllable
Useful
Order

Far
Unimportant
Ungraspable
Unknown
Foreign
Mistrust
Insecurity
Uncontrollable
Useless
Chaos

Table 1: Boundary between social system and environment

S-E-Boundary

2 The multidimensionality of the environment

Which inputs can the perspective above offer to the analysis on un/sustainability?
I will resume them in four points.
THE HUMAN LIMITS TO GROWTH
We use everyday words like “globalization” and “nature” as if we could keep such
realities in our hand. Governments should guarantee jobs for all, fight terrorism in
Afghanistan and tackle at the same time climate change. The truth is: we cannot
even comprehend and control the complexity of our own personality, as Sigmund
Freud discovered. Therefore we should complete the thesis of Dennis Meadows on
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the Biophysical Limits to Growth27 with an additional dimension: the human limits.
Not only the planet is limited, but also the human being, that steers the growth and
is steered by it. The human brain is relatively big, nevertheless limited. Individuals
cannot “function” in a complex social system and at the same time solve complex en-
vironmental problems. Humans aren’t Gods, but consist of 70 percent of water. The
human being remains limited in spite of cultural differences or the level of societal
development — and that could explain why the indigenous society of the Rapanui as
well as the modern society isn’t immune from ecologic problems.

THE UNIVERSALIZATION OF THE VIEWPOINT

Humans are not able to reach universal truths, but unfortunately they are able to uni-
versalize the (own) relative truths. An example: in the western worldview money is
indispensable to survive, the modern city is a trusted social system, whereas the tropi-
cal forest is a chaotic environment. The perspective of indigenous peoples is probably
opposite: while the forest is a trusted system, money is nothing to eat and modern
cities stink. Unfortunately the relativity of these two different cultural viewpoints
is obscured by the structures of social inequality, in particular by hierarchical rela-
tionships. Globalization universalizes a relative viewpoint together with the power of
(limited) persons and institutions. The habitat of indigenous people is destroyed for
the production of goods for the global market.
THE SELF-REFERENTIALITY OF DEVELOPMENT

The material results of development are less relative than the cultural patterns that
drive development. The immaterial “walls” in the minds can become physical walls,
whose existence is objective and indisputable.

The social
construction

of environment

Reduction
of complexity

(in extreme cases:
monoculture)

3 The link between culture and societal development

Between the social construction of reality and the social construction of environ-
ment there is a continuous interplay: the culture shapes the society that in turn shapes
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the culture. Pierre Bourdieu would speak of “structured structuring structures”,28

Hartmut Esser of “co-evolution”.29

In globalization a rational simplification of reality leads to an industrial simplifi-
cation of environment. While controllable, useful and trusted things are internalised
into the social system, disorder, useless things, contradictions and alternatives are
banned from the environment.

Globalisation is a form of rationalising development that makes a part of the
environment controllable by transforming it into an artificial world that mirrors the
dominant worldview.

The assumptions of the founders of modern sciences30 should be reinterpreted
from another viewpoint: only the world that is structured according to mathematics
can be explained by mathematics in an exact way.
THE SELF-REFLEXIVITY OF DEVELOPMENT

Winston Churchill once said: “We shape our buildings, and afterwards our buildings
shape us”.31 We are a part of the same reality and environment which we are inter-
preting and transforming at the same time. Max Horkheimer wrote that through the
rationalisation of society through technologies,' not only the external nature of the
human being becomes controlled, but also his/her internal nature.32 The dominance
over nature includes intrinsically the dominance over human beings.33

The artificialisation of the environment as well as the virtualisation of the reality
is changing the human being itself. Generation after generation we are increasingly
separating ourselves from nature, making us dependent on artificial things, that were
not really missing till some years ago. “If everybody drives a car, I need a car”: first the
wide spreading (globalization) of “new pseudo-needs” make them into unalienable
premises of social integration/identification.

Today’s urban children know more heroes from Japanese mangas than plants:34

how can they develop an awareness of nature?

CHRISTIAN RELIGION AND COMPLEXITY
According to the sociologist Richard Munch “a distinctive characteristic of the
Jewish-Christian religion in comparison to the other world religions isn’t only the
intellectual rationalization -with roots in Hellenism and in the Enlightenment- but
much more the central position of the active designing of the world after religious-
cultural ideas (social rationalization)”.35 Is the Jewish-Christian religion the cultural
cause of the industrial reduction of complexity and diversity in the modern society?

In the dealing with complexity there are some aspects of the Christian religion
that deserve critical attention. The Jewish-Christian tradition extols the “difference”
between system and environment with a strong “separation” between Heaven and
Earth or body and soul. “Especially in its Western form, Christianity is the most
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»36anthropocentric religion the world has seen,

risks making a human into God.
But in Christianity there are also aspects that promote a more open dealing

with complexity. In the “Sermon on the Mount”37 Jesus Christ warned against “false
prophets”. Many Christians make the emarginated part of the Creation to the centre
of their work and mission.

The dogma of “papal infallibility”

ORDER
Everyday in the industrialised nations we can find enough food in the supermarkets
of our cities; every month we receive wages for our labour; we can trust people that
we meet on the street.

The social order is our daily normality, but societal crisis show us that such order
is nothing obvious. It does not matter if the social order is called globalization or
sustainability: the survival of billions of people depends on that, particularly those
who live in urban regions and cannot produce food for themselves.

Cultures are operating and normative systems that guarantee that every social
order works. They are internalized by every individual through socialization.

If culture structures the social order and sets its environmental boundaries; if
culture regulates the exchange between social system and environment, then the en-
vironmental crisis is a cultural crisis too and needs cultural solutions.38 If the culture
is the blueprint of the society, then the most durable and deep societal change is
a cultural one. If every development model is a cultural programme, then another
development39 needs another culture.

The notion of culture of sustainability^ is a hypothesis of action-research in this
direction, as discussed in the following.

ELEMENTS OF A CULTURE OF SUSTAINABILITY
The definition of a culture of sustainability is a challenge — and the motives are
different:
— Today what is called “sustainability” is not always sustainable and what contributes

to sustainability is not always called so. The same word has different meanings in
different sub-cultural contexts.

— A “culture of sustainability” cannot be a list of morals or even of “socially expected
answers”. More important are the deeper and sometimes unconscious aspects of
cultures. But how can such aspects be “rationalized” and “normalized” ? Or should
a culture of sustainability speak the language of emotions?

— No monoculture is sustainable. Every culture is the expression of a viewpoint —
and it is valid also for a “culture of sustainability”.

The definition of sustainability shouldn’t be reduced to the institutional ones of
the Brundtland Report (1987) and of the Agenda 21 (1992).41 The public and scien-
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tific debate on fair and ecological development models is much older. Its institution-
alisation through the United Nations isn’t necessarily a strengthening, but the result
of neutralizing compromises of “United Governments”, that do not contain any sys-
temic critic and are often oriented toward an abstract future.42 The document What
now? Another Development by the Dag Hammarskjold Foundation (1975)43 — for
example — gave much more attention to the radical demands from Eco-Development
approaches and Dependencia Theories.

An important novelty of the debate on sustainability is the awareness of the inter-
dependence of topics that were considered separately before (e.g. biodiversity, climate
change, work, social justice, democracy, peace, human rights). Therefore a “culture
of sustainability” means first to re-define a wide system of notions on the basis of their
interrelations.

A culture of sustainability is the result of an enlightenment from the modern
myths of progress, profit, growth, performance, competition, acceleration and private
property.

The change of paradigms could be oriented to the following arguments:
— Everything is connected with everything,45 The interconnected thinking46 outpaces

the Cartesian separation between res extensa and res cogitansfr nature and society,
object and subject, external and internal nature of the human being.
Systemic interactions can be described better through circular processes of feed-
back than through linear chains of causes and effects. The roots of a culture of
sustainability are in the Greek and in the Far Eastern “cultures of circulation”,
because the ecologic balance is based on circular and not on linear processes.

- Nature knows best. Ecosystems are an example of successful sustainable develop-
ment, maybe the only ones we know. Genes store and reproduce the results of
four billions years of biological evolution. In the ecosystem there are no parasites,
nothing is useless, but everything has its own value. Natural ecosystems produce
an enormous amount of biomass without creating any waste. Why do we prefer to
replace nature through imperfect artefacts, instead of learning from that?

- The awareness of limits to growth. An “unlimited” economic growth combined with
an exploding world population will lead to a societal collapse.49 For a “good life”50

the society needs today more decrease than growth; a fair redistribution of re-
sources instead of an increasing inequality.51 The actual decreasing birth rate in
countries like Germany should be considered a huge opportunity — and not a
huge curse. The world population of 2.5 billion in 1950 would offer much better
possibilities to combine sustainability and prosperity than the expected population
of 9 billion in 2040.

— An “environmental” definition of responsibility and freedom. The possibility to con-
sume drugs, to spend a holiday in Miami or to choose among many products can-
not really replace the real freedom of disobeying an unsustainable and sometimes

i !

48
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senseless social system; the freedom of self-realization has wider horizons. And that
freedom is the real responsibility, because responsibility is neither obedience to the
hierarchy nor a sense of duty in regard to the own company.

Because a “monoculture of sustainability” is a contradiction in terms, it is more
correct to speak of different cultures of sustainability. These must not necessarily be
invented. We can learn a lot from existing and past cultures, which were terminated
by the colonisation or are endangered today by the Westernization of the World?2

The West can learn from its own history too. Two World Wars, Hiroshima, Cher-
nobyl, financial crisis, climate change, etc. have turned this civilization into a rather
low point of human development. According to the critic of modernity by Zygmunt
Bauman, “first the rational determined world of the modern civilisation makes the
holocaust possible”.53 A collective memory54 is a good strategy against the repetition
of such failures.

CHRISTIAN RELIGION AND CULTURE OF SUSTAINABILITY
“The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis” was the title of an article published
in 1967 by Lynn White, Professor of History at the University of California. His
central thesis: “By destroying pagan animism, Christianity made it possible to exploit
nature in a mood of indifference to the feelings of natural objects.”55 What caused
the “huge burden of guilt” that Christianity bears?56

For White the modern science is “an extrapolation of natural theology”. The
Jewish-Christian tradition is not only responsible for a dualist view of the world, but
also for a negative denotation of a part of the creation (Earth, nature, animals and
body) in comparison to the otherworldly one (Heaven, human being and soul). In
the same way the “mechanistic sciences” consider the soulless part of creation as a
machine.57

With his program on “mastery over nature
what was written in the book of Genesis (1:28). God’s appeal “Be fertile, increase in
number, fill the earth, and be its master. Rule the fish in the sea, the birds in the sky,
and all the animals that crawl on the earth” has never been more successful than in
the last century.

Lynn White appealed for an alternative Christian view: “I personally doubt that
disastrous ecologic backlash can be avoided simply by applying to our problems more
science and more technology [. . . ]: Despite Copernicus, all the cosmos rotates around
our little globe; despite Darwin, we are not, in our hearts, part of the natural process
[. . . ] What we do about ecology depends on our understandings of the man-nature
relationship. More science and more technology are not going to get us out of the
present ecological crisis until we find a new religion, or rethink our old one [.. . ]
Possibly we should ponder the greatest radical in Christian history since Christ: Saint
Francis of Assisi.”59 The “Canticle of the Sun” and the “Canticle of the Creatures” by

”58 Francis Bacon wanted to realise
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Francis of Assisi is a lesson of appreciation of the environment. White’s appeal was
the beginning of a new debate and orientation that is called ecotheology.

A sustainable influence of religion in general on society could be taken from
the theories of the French sociologist Emile Durkheim. He described religion as “ce-
ment”, which holds a society together in spite of the progressive division of labour
and of utilitarianism.60 If this cement becomes weaker (anomie), then social inequal-
ity and conflicts increase, as well as depression and the suicide rate.61 At this point it
is appropriate to ask in what way the unsustainability is a form of anomie, caused by
a weakening solidarity and a parcelling of knowledge — and if a strengthening of the
religious cohesion can promote a more sustainable development.

Unfortunately, Christian solidarity is not always unconditional. The subordi-
nated role of the woman, the strong sexual moral and the difficultly dealing with
different opinions within the Catholic church show, how community sense can force
conformity instead of solidarity.

The economic politic of several “Christian parties” seems to confirm the thesis
of Max Weber that the spirit of Capitalism has religious roots.62 In the Middle Age
God’s indulgence could be “bought”: the power accumulation increased the possi-
bility to save ones own soul. Pope Leo X offered in 1517 indulgences for those who
gave alms to rebuild St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome. Martin Luther protested against this
practice:63 indulgence does not need any mediator and is an inner question between
God and individual. Today we should ask: can the social and ecologic sins behind
capital accumulation really be “excused” by prayer, charitable donations or sponsor-
ships?

DYNAMICS
A central thesis of the previous chapter was “another development needs another cul-
ture”. But how can we change the structures of our societal system and the dominant
way of thinking? A socio-cultural strategy for sustainability is needed.

ELEMENTS OF A SOCIO-CULTURAL STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Ends do not justify means. The concrete result of a social and cultural change is the
consequence of a strategy and of a process too — and not only of planned aims.

Every strategy for social change is designed according to a worldview that should
be critically examined. Michael F. Jischa64 classifies the most eminent strategies for
sustainability (Efficiency Consistency and Sufficiency)65 in a matrix of different un-
derstandings of nature and social justice.

The strategies for sustainability should be examined against the background of
the understanding of humanity too. In the Western culture at least two schools of
thought could be distinguished:
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4 Matrix of Sustainability by Michael F. Jischa (1999)

— The first one is oriented to the negative understanding of humanity by the English
philosopher Thomas Hobbes. Because the human being has an evil nature, we
need laws and contracts, whose respect is guaranteed through the authority of the
State.66 Hobbes’ philosophy was influenced by the cruelties of the Thirty Years’
War that ended in 1648 with the Peace of Westphalia, which can be considered
the first international peace treaty.

— The second one is based on a positive understanding of humanity. Immanuel Kant
pleads the cause of culture not as civilization superstructure, but as reflection of an
inner morality, that can be promoted through an organic education. Jean-Jacques
Rousseau goes beyond that: human nature is good, but the constraints imposed by
society and morals hinder the self-reliance: this repression makes humans into bad
people. For Rousseau to free the human being from these “cultural chains” is the
precondition for a peaceful coexistence. The French philosopher is a forerunner
not only of the “culture critique”, but also of psychoanalysis:67 Freud’s thesis of the
human perversion as a consequence of an over-moral Super-Ego is not so far from
Rousseau.

Several indicators are that our society is dominated by a negative understand-
ing of humanity. Individualism, free competition, private property and privatisation
could be expressions of the motto “one can really trust only oneself ”. We have to sign
written contracts, because the spoken word isn’t trustworthy enough. Army, police
and bureaucracy are the result of an institutionalized mistrust of humanity.

The negative understanding of humanity is an important engine for scientific and
technological progress. Because the human being is limited and imperfect, its capac-
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ities are supplemented by technologies68 or substituted by more precise computers.
“Social engineering” can prevent social conflicts and improve the collective efficiency.
“Mistakes” or “unpleasant surprises” are avoided by automating social processes.

The debate on a strategy for sustainability is not free from this worldview, as the
history of the German notion of Nachhaltigkeit69 shows. In German forestry of the
18th century “Nachhaltigkeit” meant to harvest no more trees than can grow.70 Later
this principle was integrated by the aim of yield maximization.71 The “sustainable
forest management” has been able to guarantee that today 31 percent of the German
territory is still covered by forest. But this forest is far from its original natural state.
It is more an artificial and utilitarian construct, dominated by a few profitable species
of trees, singly catalogued by age. The low biodiversity makes the forest prone to
diseases and damages: actually only 31 percent of the German forest are completely
healthy.72

Nevertheless some strategies for sustainability are oriented to the logic of the “sus-
tainable forest management”: they understand sustainability as additive rationaliza-
tion, optimization and modernization of the society through knowledge, technology
and norms. While the ideal head of such a strategy consists of experts, scientists,
engineers and responsible managers (it reminds a little of Plato’s Republic lead by
philosophers), the democracy is a necessary evil, that guarantees legitimization and a
supporting participation to a top-down strategy.

The socio-cultural strategy is based on a different understanding of sustainability.
The main differences concern the following points:
— While the socio-cultural strategy aims for systemic and structural changes (because

the causes of the global crisis are systemic and structural), the strategy for “sus-
tainable growth” or of “carbon trading” aim for protecting the given social order
through corrections.73

— Rationalization often happens through quantification and determination: while
economic and technological aspects are centralized, social and cultural factors are
instrumentalized, subordinated or even faded out. In “eco-modernization”74 the
same rationality that caused the crisis becomes the leading light of sustainability. At
the same time cultural differences and traditions are considered disruptive factors
that should be removed.75

Instead socio-cultural strategies start from the assumption, that the main causes of
the global crisis have a social and cultural origin — and should be counteracted on
their own terrain. Social justice can be a strategy for the solution of ecologic and
economic problems (e.g. sharing instead of possessing). Emotions are existential
bridges to the external and inner nature of the humanity, whereas traditions can
be proven strategies for survival in a specific environment.— Every kind of modernization means a substitution of nature through artificiality —
and does not really consider biophysical and human limits. Human life becomes
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part of an efficient machine, whose complexity is meanwhile so high that it occu-
pies massive intellectual and material resources: After a hard day of work nobody
really has time for managing environmental crises or developing alternatives.76

This quasi-totalitarian machine radiates a diffuse sense of security: the actual eco-
nomic crisis shows how false and dangerous that feeling can be.
The socio-cultural strategy for sustainability starts from an awareness of the bio-
physical and human limits — and it means first a relief of the social systems. The
motto “less is more” leads to a revaluation of the immaterial aspects of life and
makes surely more sense than working overtime for high military expenditures or
an unequal and virtual economic growth.

— Globalization aims for a reduction of complexity in a space, that should be as wide
as possible (deterritorialization),77 and in a period of time, that should be as short
as possible (acceleration). In wide spaces there is a gap between institutions and
citizens: the “media democracy” replaces the participated one. Globalization vir-
tualizes social communication and privatizes public spaces and goods. Is a “social-
ecologic globalization” really possible and desirable?
Social-cultural strategies support the formation of self-sustainable regions,78 whose
dimension accords more to human limits. Democracy as well as fair economy can
be better realised in small communities, where people meet, know and trust each
other. The accent of this strategy is on public spaces and on face-to-face com-
munication. Regions promote a re-territorialization of the economy and a cultural
identification with the own landscape. A regionalized economy is less dependent
on transport and petroleum than a globalized one. Regional “mistakes” can be bet-
ter absorbed than global ones. Every region can learn from the others: cultural and
political exchange is a matter of priority in comparison to the economic one.

— Top-down strategies risk legitimating the same social asymmetry that contributes
to unsustainable development, or even the necessity of eco-dictatorships. Instead
socio-cultural strategies aim for a “real” democracy, not as legitimization of a cen-
tral power through occasional elections, but as an organizational expression of a
“natural” principle: that the individual capacity to comprehend and to govern
complexity can be expanded through dialogue and cooperation with other peo-
ple (and not necessarily through technology). The precondition of this idea is a
positive and evolutionary understanding of humanity.

— The socio-cultural strategies assume a “failure of the centrality”, plead for a redis-
covery of the creative marginality79 and look for change agents in the “peripheries”.
Change agents “mustn’t be invented, because they already exist as contradictory
energies within the dominating social system. They are a multi-universe of sub-
jects, behaviours, associations, deviant practices, cultures, that should be ‘freed’
from their ecologic or economic niches and supported in building the networks
of ‘cosmopolitan localism’.”80 Networks can combine different aspects, like local
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and global, diversity and commonality, autonomy and unity. Therefore they are
an ideal organization form for new types of transversal alliances between civil so-
ciety, sustainable economy and culture (as societal sector). The universities, the
churches or the abandoned villages in East Germany can become important lab-
oratories for sustainability (or sustainability pioneers), in which new lifestyles and
economy models can be tested and developed.81

A fundamental aspect of the socio-cultural strategy for sustainability concerns
communication and media. For Luhmann no “presumable objective fact”, not even
an ecologic catastrophe, has any social effect, “as long as man does not communicate

that”.82on
Every culture needs media to be socialized — and this assumption is valid for

a culture of sustainability too. Media makes communication between people inde-
pendent from their distance as well as symbols makes the communication of objects
independent from their physical presence. Through books, newspapers and television
we can also “perceive” realities outside of our cognitive limits.83 Through post, tele-
phone and emails we can send instructions in places, we cannot manage personally.
Through money we can trade with people whom we do not know. In globalization
the construction of reality is a medial one.84 The globality is mediated to us through
technologic media. The international institutions, market and companies are medial
phenomena-, it is their strength, but also their weakness.

In the national state, military and police were a fundamental instruments of so-
cial control and of power expansion. Fordism brought this hierarchical and efficient
organisation form into the factories.85 This kind of power was visible, graspable, but
also attackable, for example by trade unions.

The social order of globalization is different, guaranteed by a cultural industry
complex,

86 It spreads the same values, modes, logos87 and architecture around the
world; universities that teach the same neoclassical economy models; newspapers that

The television as88 “publish the same press release from the same press agencies,

vehicle of cultural globalization transmits the ideal of lifestyle of an American middle
class family.

Today the social system defuses the danger of a structural change not only by
excluding, but also by appropriating alternatives: successful subcultures become com-
mercialized or institutionalized;90 public relations departments adapt the notion of
sustainability to their own aims. This kind of power is diffuse, invisible and ungras-
pable, but very effective and difficult to attack.

Fortunately it has also some weaknesses that serve the socio-cultural strategy for
sustainability. For example:

— A medial phenomena is somewhere also a virtual one. The financial markets show
how powerful virtuality can be.91 The actual financial crisis shows how fragile and
replaceable virtuality can be.

»89
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— The existence of media depends on the presence of transmitters and receivers — and
humans are fortunately not as controllable as technologies. In the long communi-
cation chain of globalization outputs seldom corresponds completely to inputs.92

The contest of the transmitter is often different from the contest of the receiver.
For people, who lose their jobs, the contingency of the economic crisis is much
stronger than the relaxing message of TV-soaps.

— The medial power of globalization is reaching its limits, because it cannot really
control the increasing social polarisation as resources run short. The world military
expenditure reached in the last years new records.93 Some western countries are
going through an authoritarian phase.94 The hope is that such developments shake
up the minds.

Media are not only an instrument of social order.They can promote social change
too — and it is the most important argument for a socio-cultural strategy for sustain-
ability. The Bible is the best example of a medium that can change the world dramat-
ically. A movie like “An Inconvenient Truth” by A1 Gore made many people aware
about climate dangers.

The cultural sector can be a fundamental engine of social change only provided
that it is defunctionalized. A university, which is standardized and subordinated to
the economic sector,95 cannot really be a free laboratory for a better society. A press,
whereas marketing plays a more important role than investigative journalism, cannot
really support a democracy.

Herbert and Marshall McLuhan wrote the medium is the messaged what did they
mean? The medium itself is transmitter and at the same time producer of cultural
values. The globality is not only mediated, but probably also produced by media.
If media contents are not independent from the media-type, then an oral culture
will form a community in a different way than a written one. Watching the forest
on TV is not experiencing the forest. A top-down-sustainability leads to a different
development than a bottom-up sustainability. Therefore: for a social change oriented
to sustainability we do not need only an “education for sustainability” or “TV for
sustainability”, but also different media and communication structures.
CHRISTIAN RELIGION AND SOCIO-CULTURAL STRATEGIES FOR
SUSTAINABILITY
The history of the cooperation between political and religious power is long. Espe-
cially the organisational form of the Catholic church which is opposite to that of a
democracy. In the past, disobeying the pope used to be punished by the Inquisition
(a victim: Giordano Bruno); at present by excommunication (two victims: Leonardo
Boff and Ernesto Cardenal).92

Among Christians there are very fundamentalist organisations (i.e. Opus Dei,
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the Society of St. Pius X, Christian Coalition) that support authoritarian political
programmes.

The strong community sense of Catholics means also strong control of every
member of the community: it inhibits the emotional and creative expression of indi-
viduals. In several religions arts, media and education are strongly functionalised.

Nonetheless, there are also several “sustainable” examples in the Christian reli-
gion. Liberation Theology promoted a bottom-up political change in Latin America,
oriented towards social justice and solidarity. Christian organisations like Pax Christi,
Misereor or Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst98 are integral parts of the international
movement for another world.Churches, monasteries and missions are part of the last
“public” places in a privatized society: they offer a possibility for reflexion and for
personal communication.

EVOLUTION
Biological evolution is the strategy that natural systems adopt to contrast the universal
irreversible process of entropy99 and to avoid the possibility of a systemic collapse. A
not improbable danger: in the universe Galas are exceptions.

The application of theories of system to the sociological research implies the
possibility of a social evolution. According to Jurgen Habermas every social change
impetus can lead to an innovation or to a dead-end.m He defines “social evolution”
as a “process of acquisition of learning mechanisms, that makes a society able to
develop itself on different levels, so that it can escape the impending ‘evolutive dead-
ends’ and become a ‘good’ society”.102 Social evolution means a “collective learning
process and a societal improvement of learning capacities”.

There is a cultural evolution too, that interplays with the biological and social one
(co-evolution). The gradual transformation of the ape into the human was primarily
an intensive evolution of culture combined with the evolution of its genetic pre-
requisites (i.e. capacious brain, talking apparatus). While natural evolution operates
through genes that store information and transmit it to the next generation, cultural
evolution operates through non-physical replicators called memes,104 The mixing of
different genes strengthens the species against diseases, and the mixing of different
memes expands the cultural spectrum of options to solve problems. If monocultures
make ecosystems and social systems prone to crisis,105 then cultural diversity106 is for
the sustainability of a society as important as the biodiversity for the crisis resistance
of an ecosystem.

What inhibits and what promotes a cultural evolution of our society?

ELEMENTS OF CULTURAL EVOLUTION
Inhibitory factors of cultural evolution can be found in unsustainable develop-
ment. The characteristics of modernization and globalization - or simply of The
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development108 - are the expression of a monological self-referentiality of the social
system at the expense of its dialogical communication with the environment. In such
a context the developmental dynamics aims for (a) a strong internal rationalization;
(b) the internalization of resources from the environment; (c) the externalization of
disorder, contradictions, conflicts and rubbish to the environment; (d) the trans-
formation of societal boundaries into “dykes” and “walls”, that protect the systems
against environmental reactions (e.g. climate change, migrations, social conflicts) as
well as against systemic changes (e.g. police against demonstrations, limited press
freedom). These societal walls are designed according to walls in the mind — and
strengthen walls in the mind by hindering environmental perception and communi-
cation in addition. The internalisation of these “walls” by the members of the social
system causes alienation, isolation and conformity.

The following graphic describes the development model of neoliberal globaliza-
tion combining these considerations with the results of the analysis in the above
paragraph on “complexity”.
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5 The self-referential dynamics of the neoliberal globalization

The environmental crisis is not only the result of a growing social and ecologic
pressure on the boundaries of the social system, but also of an increasing derealization-.
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while the social system “feels” only the own artificial ordered reality, it is “insensitive”
toward the rest.

This derealization is supported by the combined action of the following three
factors:
— Structures of social inequality. Social inequality and power are reproduced and sup-

ported by social (e.g. networks, cliques), symbolic (i.e. status symbols) and cultural
structures (i.e. selection in the educational system).110 The inequality between na-
tions, classes or people is the precondition of the possibility to internalize profits
and externalize costs. i l l A context of social inequality promotes the universaliza-
tion and institutionalization of the strongest argument — and not necessarily of the
best one. In asymmetric social structures privileged people have more influence on
the determination of development, whereas people who suffer more from develop-
ment costs have no power, knowledge and capacity to change the situation. While
poor people “think about bread and not about global problems”,112 rich people do
not really worry about crises, because their wealth is an insurance for a personal
good future. We should not forget: in the Cold War the bigger danger (besides the
nuclear bombs) was the sense of security of those who possessed a nuclear bunker.

- Technology. Until technology can “adapt” the environment to the social system, the
social system will avoid any adaptation to the environment. The “monetarization”
of society offers the possibility to control anybody who needs money to survive.
The mass media hide the reality through a diffusion of the viewpoint of the societal

113centres.
— Ideology (self-referential worldview). When the cause of problems are proposed as

solution, then social systems are probably affected by ideology. Our dominant
ideology consists of a specific understanding of nature, humanity and of course
economy. Pierre Bourdieu analyses the neoliberal discourse as a form of “symbolic
power”: “the increasing economization of society would not be possible, if the mar-
ket model did not advance to an ideal for all societal sectors and did not appear
as ‘natural’ development without alternatives.”11^ Fred Hirsch assumes that the
(unequal) economic growth is not pushed by necessity, but by the culturally deter-
mined will to stand out from the mass.115 In Western societies the question is not
what kind of need, but which social status the need symbolizes. The “affiliation”
to the upper-class is signed by the capacity to satisfy needs, that other classes can-
not satisfy: what matters is not the absolute but the relative possession of money,
of power or of knowledge, what one possesses more than others, the exclusivity.
Economic growth (at the expense of nature and the Third World) is the strategy
to guarantee social harmony in a democratic society in spite of an internal social
inequality.

Also the positive acceptance of technologies has today ideological traits. Part of
the dominant ideology is the fear of conflicts, anarchy and chaos, which means the

116
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fear of any social change. Ideologies often produce, promote or use strong concepts
of enemy to legitimate themselves.

The combined action of these three factors can be resumed with the motto: Wis-
dom is power, 117 but power makes stupid. Hierarchies and learnability tend to exclude
each other: if one can impose his opinion on others, one must not learn from others.
If one has been able to adapt the environment to one’s own system of privileges, one
will not be very interested to give up this system in order to protect the environment.

Unfortunately the social system cannot permanently lock out reality and envi-
ronment — and sooner or later it pays a high cost for that.118 A societal crisis is the
consequence of a growing gap between worldview and reality. The reality that the
social system excluded for a long time from their own perception, suddenly comes
through the crisis into the system, massively.

What promotes a cultural evolution? An important difference between biological
and cultural evolution is the human capability of (self-)reflexivity. On the one hand we
can feel the coming dangers as well as our responsibility for destruction and suffering
we cause. On the other hand (self-)refiexivity is also a chance to overcome the global
crisis: the possibility to learn a priori. In the XXI century, sustainability cannot be
a learning process after the “global collapse”:119 it is a sufficient motive for defining
sustainability as the main cultural challenge in this century.

The circular self-reproductive mechanisms of the unsustainable development has
to be broken through cultural mutations. Ideologies can be counteracted through a
critical way of thinking, disobedience, intercultural exchanges, open political debates
on contradictions. Of course arts are an ideal source of cultural mutations.

The sustainability of social and cultural systems depends from the flexibility
and the sensitivity of their boundaries. The societal senses percept the reality and politi-
cize the inputs from the external and inner environment into the social system. There-
fore the collective awareness of the impending global crisis and the necessity of a rad-
ical reaction depends on “healthy” societal senses. Who or whar holds that function?
For example non-governmental organisations, the civil society, an independent sci-
entific research and a free press, maybe psycho-therapeutical groups. Migrants are an
important bridge to the global reality, too.

CHRISTIAN RELIGION AND CULTURAL EVOLUTION
While cultural diversity is an important precondition of collective learning processes,
the Christian religion is traditionally based on a strong assumption of exclusivity.
Joseph Ratzinger considers the “dictatorship of relativism” as one of the worst evil
of the Modern age.121 With that assumption he goes the same missionary way that
inspired colonization, the “Manifest Destiny” of the USA122 as well as the global-
ization of a monoculture. The strong hierarchy of the Catholic church inhibits a
necessary renewal of this confession. It’s clergy often sticks to a conservative ideology,

120
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in that (their own?) sexual complexes get much more attention than the impend-
ing environmental catastrophe. Several scandals123 seem to confirm the assumption
of Sigmund Freud, that “hyper-morality” and “perversion” are often two sides of the
same coin.124 The strong sexual morality could have an inhibitory influence on social
changes too.125

The superficial image of the Western as strong and courageous society covers up
a deep fear of alternatives and of the alien. It could be a heritage of the atmosphere
of fear in the Middle Ages too, when Christianity used a wide iconography of the
devil for its propaganda. But the Apocalypse126 is not a (divine) destiny, and another
world is possible.127 The “protestants” rebelled against the power of the clergy. In
the Catholic church itself there are winds of change. The Christian belief in a better
world promotes a cultural evolution. Christianity is a bridge between centres and
peripheries and rich and poor people, but also between their own social role and
their own humanity.

CONCLUSIONS
The story of the Easter Island reveals the ambivalence of (high) cultures: these people
made their own island into a World Heritage Site,128 simply by destroying them-
selves. But the Rapanui were not more “stupid” than modern humans. Despite two
World Wars and the danger of a final Third World War, worldwide military expen-
ditures reached in 2007 a record height of 1.34 trillions dollars,

ecologic catastrophe in millions of years is impending, governments throw away huge
amounts of public resources to “save” the virtual financial markets and the automo-
tive industry.

The Rapanui felled the last palm on their island while building the biggest Moai.
In the same manner the “success” of the Western culture is today the major threat
for our future.130 The famous principle of the “survival of the fittest” by Herbert
Spencer131 evidently conflicts with another principle: the creature that wins against
their own environment destroys itself.132

How can we avoid a “suicide of the fittest”?
The social and cultural dimensions of un/sustainability should be paid much

more attention. A cultural perspective on societal development is indispensable, be-
cause:
- We cannot discern global problems through a microscope. Our parcelled knowl-

edge needs an integrative moment that promotes an holistic worldview.
- In the natural, economic and social sciences there is a lack of (self-)reflexivity. The

cultural perspective means an “ethnology of the culture to which we
and a consideration of individuals as part of the observed reality, that they are

1 .V ) While the worst

belong”133
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interpreting and changing at the same time.134 There is no “neutral” scientific
research.

— Although the western viewpoint is the dominant one (especially in the processes
of globalization), it is not necessarily the best one or even the only one. The social
sciences often describe the western society as if it were the whole world. The
cultural perspective is not only a critical and undogmatic approach, but also a way
to promote a necessary altercation with other viewpoints through an intra- and
intercultural dialogue.

— The problems do not lead a society to the crisis more than the false reaction to the
problems. The significance of cultural factors in a crisis situation is confirmed also
by the fact that different societies react in a different way to similar challenges.135

What inhibits and what promotes a change of society into sustainability? I sum-
marise some results from this chapter:
— Globalization is a “monocultural programme” for the global reduction of com-

plexity and the standardization of diversities. Several myths promote a dangerous
overestimation of human and technologic capacities. Today social inequality, mass
media and technologies play a very important role in the social construction of
reality and of the environment, that contributes to the impending global crisis.
The sustainable development is a systemic and structural alternative to globaliza-
tion, based on diverse cultura of sustainability. The awareness of the human limits
is the awareness of the relativity of our social and cultural production. Dialogue,
cooperation, democracy, sharing of things and intercultural exchange belong to
the “natural” strategies of supplementing the limited individual capacities through
collective ones- but it needs a positive understanding of humanity.

— Also a culture of sustainability presupposes social providers and media to be effec-
tive. The “what” of a message is not independent from the “how” it is commu-
nicated. Sustainability does not mean more attention for environmental topics in
the given university and TV, but in another university and TV.

— Societal crises are also caused by a growing derealisation of the social system — that
is, by a strong self-referentiality, stiff boundaries and a weak environmental sensi-
tivity. The combined action of social inequality, ideology and technology inhibits
the social change into sustainability. However “collective learnability” is promoted
by critical thinking, curiosity, imagination, intercultural communication and social
laboratories. Civil society, (a defunctionalized) research, art and press are “societal
senses” that promote the perception of reality and politicize environmental inputs
to the social system. The combination of social system and personality makes an
overall system able to evolve.136 Cultural evolution is a fundamental component
of sustainability. For sustainability the way is the goal and the goal is the way.

Because the structures of unsustainability are internalized by most people and
institutions, “the capitalist society cannot be changed only through a will of radi-
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cal change or through rational decisions”.137 The boundary between unsustainability
and sustainability, between social order and alternatives goes through society, institu-
tions and individuals.

Also Christianity is crossed by a strong ambivalence. On the one hand the Chris-
tian religion promotes an overestimation of the human being, on the other an aware-
ness of its limits in front of God. On the one hand “religious beliefs” are out of
question and exclude any real dialogue; on the other hand we need to “believe” in
a reality outside of our cognitive limits, in not-yet-realities like social justice, peace
or sustainability. Maybe God created the human in his own image, maybe humans
created God(s) in their own image.

It is very difficult to analyse how the ambivalence of Christianity is intercon-
nected to the ambivalence of our society and culture, but both cases seem to prove
what Michel Foucault said: no power can be possessed, but every kind of power has
a relational character; there is no power without a countervailing power.

In Christianity, in Western societies and in me there is a powerful order, but also
dynamic movements. Although I belong to this society and culture (and they are
part of mine), I wish for a radical change. The social change into sustainability is an
interior evolution too,140 that free our emotions and vital imagination, transforming
the own alienation into cultural and political creativity.
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